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Clean Underwear? Check!
As my Nanny who lived to be a 100 always said… God
forbid something happens to you ALWAYS have on clean
underwear! I took this advice to heart then as I do today so I
will not be wearing drawers that are on the edge of destruction on our journey. Nor will I wear tattered and torn britches
if I am doing yard work or changing my oil. It’s something I
cannot and simply will not do. I will wear the most dazzling
of drawers’ man or woman has ever seen and the hell with all
who assume we are sweet on each other if for some reason
they see us in all our glory! In fact, I think I will only pack
the finest of underwear and nothing more.

and as you already know… underwear. This planning is
something Jack has willingly admitted to me is something
new and somewhat strange to him. Jack’s checklist normally consists of the follow: gas… check, oil… check, iPhone…
check and he’s gone. I haven’t asked nor does it matter to me
why Jack changed his preflight formula for this excursion
but I am certainly thankful he has!
With the West Coast Holiday rapidly approaching I have
confirmed my AAA membership is active and in good
standing, my health insurance card is in my wallet and the
latest real time Travel Assistance Network list from the
Registry website is stored on my phone. Most importantly,
I have plenty of clean underwear which I hope no one else
will be seeing.

Above is just a sampling of the myriad of emails Speedster
Jack and I have exchanged over the past several months as
we prepare for our cross-country journey to the West Coast
Holiday in Santa Fe, New Mexico. You may wonder why in
the world the subject of underwear would even come up. It’s See you in Santa Fe,
simple…two guys, 14 days and one 1957 Speedster named Frank
Thumper where anything and everything must be covered as
anything and everything could go awry.
I have always been up for a good road trip. In 1990 I
traveled to the Northeast in a 66 VW Beetle and trekked to
the Rocky Mountains in a $75 VW Bus. Yes as the saying
goes… I was young and dumb. Somehow I always concluded my journeys without incident and on numerous occasions
I helped out a stranded motorist in need. However this time
things will be quite different as I am merely the co-pilot/
navigator on this journey and I will be entrusting my life,
safety and mental state of being to the one and only newly
named Captain Speedster Jack.
Some may say I am crazy, others will tip their hat and wish
me well and the remainder will simply laugh straight in my
face that I have even considered such foolishness. Nevertheless I have bestowed complete trust and faith in Captain Jack!
Our emails cover everything form the latest tweaks to
Thumper’s carburetors, camber adjustments, heater knob
replacement, pedal height, seat padding repairs, ingenious
storage solutions, spare parts list, foul weather plans to route
possibilities, lodging, fuel stops, sunscreen, ear protection
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One of the major benefits of owning a 356 is the opportunity to meet and socialize with a truly marvelous group of people–our fellow 356 owners. Since the
long distances in Florida make it difficult for many members to attend statewide
events, we have developed a system of local breakfasts and/or driving tours to
keep our members in touch with each other.
Central Florida (Orlando area): Breakfast first Saturday of every month. Lunch
tours occasionally, but not on a fixed schedule. To receive notice/reminders of
both the breakfasts and the lunch tours send an email to John Reker at JReker@
cfl.rr.com or call at (407) 629-0248.
Northeast Florida (Jacksonville area): Get together first Saturday of every
month. Location varies. Contact Jim Voss at vossjax@bellsouth.net or at (904)
529-1398, or Jon Meigs at (904) 501-4346.
Northwest Florida: Looking for a volunteer to organize local events. Please
contact Mark Koorland at koorland@mail.usf.edu
Southeast Florida: Looking for a volunteer to organize local events. Please
contact Mark Koorland at koorland@mail.usf.edu
Southwest Florida (Sarasota area): Last Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at
First Watch Restaurant at the Publics Plaza located on University Parkway, just
east of 1-75 (exit 213). This draws FOGies from Naples to Tampa. Contact
Bob Ross at (941) 492-5214 or bobross517@gmail.com

All the known sales literature
on the Porsche 356, including
paint numbers, Spyder brochures,
a rare look at the 917, Carrera RS,
Marine & Aircraft Engines, Rotorcycle,
A, B & C Accessory Books and the
early Speedster. Double autographed
by Susann Miller and Richard Merritt.
320 pages, hardcover, b&w reproduction.
www.porschebooks.org to review book.
Email Susann with questions:
susannart@aol.com
REGULAR PRICE: $75
SPECIAL PRICE TO FOG MEMBERS:
$50 includes shipping
Send your check or money order to:
Susann Miller,
340 12th Avenue, South
Naples, FL 34102
or call: 239-821-8281 for credit card orders
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
By John Reker

Please welcome these new members:
Carl Register and his wife Barbara Stringfellow. Carl has
a 1964 C Coupe with a modified 912 engine. He is a retired
Porsche Master Technician and lives in Keystone Heights,
FL. Contact at 352-475-3343.

Mike and Lauren Gokey live in Fort Lauderdale and have
a 1961 B Sunroof Coupe Super 90. Mike has been a Porsche
mechanic since 1972 doing engine and transmission work
for all Porsches. Contact at 954-983-8850.

Mike and Gail Winn join from Winter Park. Mike just
bought a 1959 A Cabriolet 1600S. Telephone 407-702-4086.

Shel and Debbie Hart join from Celebration. Mike just
bought a 1960 B Coupe 1600 and has launched into a handson restoration. Telephone 407-566-9176.

Drive Those Cars Contest
By Dennis Brunotte

Glen Getchell		
Sharon Cobb		
Jack Kasmer		
Buster Venable		
Bill Cooper		
Steve Bamdas		
John Reker		
Susan Remillard		
Dave DeRossett		
Glenn Long		
Dennis Brunotte
Alex Dearborn		
Bob Schmitt		
Gary Simmons		
John Lovejoy		
Bob Ross		
Chip Reichart		
John Boles		
Mark Hebb		
Dick Bustelo		
Bob Tone		
Karen Walker		
Peter Cruz		
Denny Zamler		
Michael Motto		
Dick Weiss		

Photo by M. Cobb

Our participants and their 50-year old Porsche classics have
amassed over 33,000 miles as a group at this point in our
contest year. Long summer treks can add appreciably to
individual totals, and this month Bill Cooper drove his 356A
coupe from Pennsylvania to the Porsche Parade in Traverse
City, MI. The upcoming Helen, GA Southern Drive and the
West Coast Holiday in Santa Fe, NM will certainly allow a
handful of our members to add considerable miles to their
totals. Send your miles driven to dkbrunotte@gmail.com if
you’d like to add your name to our impressive list. Here are
the leaders and their current miles driven through 60% of the
contest year.
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Seminole		
Tampa			
Sebring			
Cocoa Beach		
Jacksonville		
Lighthouse Point
Winter Park		
Southwest Ranches
Daytona Beach		
Dunnellon		
Naples			
Osprey			
Ponte Vedra Beach
Anna Maria		
Jacksonville		
Englewood		
Vero Beach		
Estero			
Jacksonville		
Melbourne Village
Sarasota		
Cocoa			
Marco Island		
Vero Beach		
Cape Coral		
Cincinnati, OH		

4,533
3,427
2,968
2,501
2,091
1,902
1,832
1,665
1,555
1,446
1,303
1,107
1,100
980
936
782
671
648
615
471
460
337
330
232
210
114

SAVE THE DATES
OCTOBER 20TH

Space Coast Region Oktoberfest Event and Kirk Stowers Memorial Trophy
Although not completely finalized, Registration fee in the
past has been $15, which includes lunch, and is payable at
the event. Brats, German Potato Salad and fixings will be
part of the picnic fare. Please don’t miss this event. It has
been a great gathering of FOG members.

The Space Coast Region PCA will have their annual Oktoberfest BBQ Picnic/Concours/Swap Meet Event on Sunday,
Oct 20 at Burton Smith Park on SR 520 west of Cocoa.
FOG is formally invited and there will be a People’s Choice
Event for all 356’s and the overall winner (most votes) will
receive the Stowers Memorial Trophy. Kirk was 356 FOG
President from 2003 to 2007 and owner of Stowers 356
restoration shop.

Sat. Oct 26, 2013

Open House at 356 Unlimited LLC, Buster Venable’s Restoration Shop in Melbourne
Join in a basic “bull session” from 10:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
or later. Lunch will be served on site for a nominal charge.
We want to give FOG members an opportunity to see what
we are all about at 356 Unlimited LLC. Displayed will be
several cars in various stages of total restoration including
two Roadsters, a Speedster and an SC Cabriolet.
Please RSVP by Oct. 19 to Buster Venable at
356unlimited@earthlink.net

Members’ News

North East Florida Luncheon
The monthly gathering of the N.E. chapter took advantage
of beautiful weather and drove to Crescent City for lunch on
May 25. The trip started at Buddy Boys gas station where
our photo was taken and posted on their Facebook page. We
continued on SR17 stopping at Three Bananas restaurant
to enjoy lunch by Crescent Lake. We then drove the back
roads towards historic Ft. Gates Ferry and stopped for well
deserved ice cream near Welaka. Submission and photos by
Janis Croft.

JUST WAKING UP FROM A LONG WINTER’S NAP!
Back in Kansas now from our home in Anna Maria for the
winter & our Speedster is ready to get back on the road again
after snoozing all winter under the covers in our garage here
in Kansas City. Looking forward to posting you on my
updated mileage log. Submitted by Gary Simmons,
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Kassette Concours or Investment Car
by Fred Kohly

It was shocking recently to see the final sales results of the
2013 Amelia Island Gooding & Co. Car Auction, which just
concluded this March (www.goodingco.com). The prices of
collectable and highly desirable cars are going through the
roof, and Porsches are participating generously. A couple
examples: a 1973 911 S went for $198,000, and a 1973
Carrera RS left the stage with a sales price of $550,000.00.
This did include the buyer’s premium, but so what. This is
starting to sound like real money.

rear spoiler, which readily set them apart. Most came with
the optional Carrera script side decals on the sides in the
same matching color as the painted Fuch spoke wheels. In
1973 Porsche also made 55 Carreras known as RSRs, which
were similar but with larger engines and a racing set up.
To see where values have gone, let’s examine where prices
were when these 911’s were new, in base price terms. In 1973
the T model price was $7,960, while the E fetched $8,960,
and the S was $10,060. (Targas were an additional cost, but
we’ll stick to coupes in order not to complicate things). In
perspective, that was a lot of money back then, when you
consider an American sedan sold for around $3,000; the
medium household income was $9,227; and the medium
house price was $32,500.

How good are cars as investments? They can be pretty
magnificent at times. Just ask the guy that sold his 1966
Ferrari 275 GTB for $2,365,000 at this auction, or the owner
of the 1953 Fiat 8V Supersonic, who got $3,685,000 for his
car. If you want to talk Porsche sales in this stratospheric range, look at last year’s Amelia Island sale of a 1955
550/1500 RS Spyder for $3,685,000. Or the 1974 911 RSR
Turbo 2.14, which hit the gavel at $3,245,000.

With this in mind, where are collectable car values today?
Before we do this, let’s establish that the condition of the
car plays a big factor in determining values and the ultimate
sales prices. Generally speaking, cars can be graded as #1,
#2, #3 or #4 cars, which all refer to the condition of the car.
The #1 cars are at the top of the food chain. They are considered among the best in the world. They are in perfect condition, capable of winning major or national Concours events.
All materials are correct, superbly fitted, and they are referred
to as being in “Concours” condition.

It would be safe to say these cars sold for a heck of a lot more
than their original purchase price which maybe qualifies
them as investments. But let’s come down to earth and look
at some of the cars to which the majority of us can relate.
Let’s consider the 911 Porsches of 1973 and see what has
happened to their prices since then. First a little history lesson.
In 1973, the 911 was catching on fast. They were quickly
gaining in popularity and admiration among car enthusiasts,
and even among non-car enthusiasts. They were fresh and
superb looking, very fast, had great colors, and you were
definitely exclusive and super cool if you had one. It was
the last year of the small bumpers and long hoods, and many
people feel they were the last of the true 911’s even today.

The #2 cars are perhaps regional Concours winners. They
can be formerly #1’s that have been driven or perhaps older
restorations that have aged. They may have some flaws, and
in many cases these flaws are not obvious to the untrained
eye. These are referred to as being in “Excellent” condition.
The #3 cars are still not daily drivers, but are taken care of
well, run good, and may have some updated restoration,
such as a paint job. These are referred to as being in “Good”
condition.

Porsche produced three basic models in 1973. They offered
the 911 T, 911 E and the 911 S. Each had more features and
more horsepower than the other. The T was the entry level
and the most produced, while the S was fastest and had
the most horsepower, the most prestige, and was the least
produced among the ordinary models.

Lastly, the #4 cars are in many cases daily drivers.They
show the normal wear, flaws are easily seen, and they may
not even have all original parts. These are said to be in “Fair”
condition.

In addition to the three models mentioned, Porsche also
produced the Carrera RS as a limited production option for
competition and road use. (Yes, to my PCA track friends,
they did have track events back then). These cars were hot
and even faster than the standard 911’s. They had 30 more
horsepower and weighed less than the highly coveted S
models. They were super-fast with great handling abilities.
In addition to their athletic talents, these cars were seriously great looking. They came with flared rear wheel arches,
larger wheels, and typically with a revolutionary ducktail

Now we can take a look at what the 1973 Porsches are selling
for today; but for simplicity’s sake, stick to the “Concours” or
#1 cars as described above. We know a 1973 911 S just sold
for $198,000, and a Carrera RS for $550,000. So how about
the other models? What are they worth in today’s market?
There have not been a lot of sales recently, and without
spending hours researching past auctions and averaging out
(Continued on page 8
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My 1955 Continental - A Family Affair
by Karen Walker

To know my car, is to know her original owner - my uncle, Don Clark. He was everything associated with cars, and in
particular, Porsche -- mechanic, PCA participant, SCCA competitor, kit car builder. Tucked away in his automotive collection is the May 1981 Motor Trend article, “Retrospect: 1955 Porsche Continental” and the June 1998 Road & Track article
“1955 Porsche 356 Continental”.
As a child, I remember him meticulously detailing her for PCA events up and down
the length of California.He was especially proud of winning ‘Overall’, as well as the
Hoffman Porsche Trophy, at the 10th Porsche Parade, held at Santa Barbara, CA, in 1965
- in his 10 year old 356!
She was his daily ride for many years, then lovingly tucked away in his garage for many
more. He gifted her to my mother in December 2008, shortly before his passing. In turn,
my mother has passed her along to me.
She has not been restored - only repaired as
needed. For those of you who like numbers and
statistics, Reutter did the body, number NR53834,
and engine number is P-35244. She currently
has a little over 88,800 miles on the odometer.
I don’t drive her very much, but do enjoy our Sunday spins around Cocoa. In
keeping with the 50’s feel, I’ve dubbed her DD (as in Dee Dee), short for “Don’s
Diva”, a fitting tribute to both of them!

My 1961 Belgium bodied Roadster
by Gerry Dunn

by 356 Works in Glenview,
IL. (owned by Tom Funk).
All the body work and paint
was handled by Posemato’s
Restoration in Gurnee, IL.
Now it looks and drives like
new.

My Dad got me interested
in sports cars at an early age.
I was lucky enough to grow
up around a lot of great cars.
An M.G.T.D., Austin Healy
100-4, Jaguar XK120, several 356’s, a 912 and finally 911’s. He took me to the
races in Elkhart Lake when
they raced through town and
into the country. I remember
all the beautiful cars and always wished to have a car in
the Concour’s there. I also remember all the wooden snow
fencing that was supposed to protect all of the spectatorsnot very safe. After several accidents, they finally decided to build a dedicated track out of town and call it Road
America. This was pretty much the end of street racing
throughout small towns in this country and a lot of great
new tracks were built for safety reasons.

This July 19, Renee and I
were at the Hawk with Brian
Redmond for the Saturday
night Road & Track Race
Car Concours d’ Elegance
in Elkhart Lake WI. It took
a lot of years but my wish
finally came through with a
second place trophy in our
class. Wish my Dad was
here to see it.

I’ve owned my roadster for 40 years and it recently
went through a two-year restoration. Engine, transmission, suspension, and running gear work was handled
6
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(Kassette Concours . . . continued)
recent sales, here are the estimated values of the T’s and E’s
for which your insurance company will be happy to grant
you a policy. The T’s are now approaching $60,000 and the
E’s are approaching the $90,000 range.

we needed in 1973. No, I’m not going to say anything about
Quantitative Easing (QE).
Where does all this leave us? The obvious is that when you
consider all the investment alternatives and other factors,
automobiles may or may not be investments, but they appear
to be comparable to the other asset classes. The one variable
that sets them apart for sure is the enjoyment factor, and that
is subjective.

We know that these cars are selling for a lot more money than
they did originally, but are they really investments? Let’s
do some math and see. If you took business math in high
school or college, you probably remember investment math
problems having to do with “net present values”, “future
values”, and “Return On Investment” (“ROI”). The formula goes something like this: R=vf-vi/vi. Thankfully, with
modern technology and computers, we can figure simple
rates of returns in seconds, and we don’t even have to brush
up on algebra. As an example, the 1973 Carrera RS, which
sold for $11,000 when new, in simple annual compounding terms, increased in value at the rate of 10.28% per year
for 40 years, to equal the $550,000 figure. In other words,
the future value of $11,000 invested at 10.28% annually for
40 years is $550,000. Here are the estimated rates of return
for the models in discussion, not including the 1973 Carrera
RSR, with no available current sales data. We can substitute
the 1974 RSR Turbo instead, and then compare with some
traditional investments.
Model

Year

Base S/P

2013 Values

Carrera RSR
Carrera RS
911 S
911 E
911 T

1974
1973
1973
1973
1973

$20,000E $3,245,000
$ 11,000.00 $550,000
$ 10,060.00 $198,000
$ 8,960.00
$ 88,000
$ 7,960.00
$ 59,000

S&P 500
Gold
Pur Power
Pur Power

1973
1973
1973
1973

$ 119.57
$ 97.39
$1,000.00
$10,000.00

Next month we will look at guidelines, which may help you
in a future car purchase if you wish to go this route. Until
then, happy trails. n

Classified Ads
Personal classified ads are free to FOG members and
members of other regional 356 clubs. “Commercial” Classified: Please visit www.356FOG.com/AdRates.html for rates
and additional information. We will run the ad as many times
as you wish, but you must request each renewal. Otherwise,
we will assume the item has been sold.
FOR SALE: Original
1959 Florida License plate
capable of being authenticated and used on a
1959 356 or other 1959
make. This tag is in excellent shape - much better
than the other two I have
for my cars - and it has
not been restored. It has
a white background and
very dark green lettering. I paid $65 for it, and would like to get my money
back if I could. Please email me if you want more pictures
or have any questions. Lee Payne leempayne@cfl.rr.com

ROI
13.56%
10.28%
7.75%
5.9%
5.25%

$1,462.00 5.95% dri
$1600.00 7.25%
$5,228.96 (4.25%)
$5,289.00 (4.25%)
(www.bls.gov)

WANTED: Looking for one or two used head rests for our
1965 C, 356, preferable red but other colors will be considered. Ivan Gyori, Bonita Springs 239- 947 0491

As you can see from the figures above, the answer to the
investment question remains an open one and unsettled. For
that matter, on just about anything else that we can look at.
When you consider inflation and taxes, the situation becomes
a little more perplexing, and we have to scratch our heads
and wonder about a lot of the things we invest in. In the case
of automobiles, they are somewhat unique because they are
not cost-free assets. Consider the expenses associated with
them, such as storage, maintenance, restoration, insurance,
and other. In addition, they pay no dividends and cannot be
rented out. With art, at least we can put them on the wall and
pretty much forget about it, and real estate we can rent out.
The dollar’s purchasing power continues to slip away, and as
you can see from the above, we need five times the money

FOR SALE: Two shoulder-strap paddings with “P”emblem
& “P” crest (see photo). $25.00 including shipping--contact
garyr356@aol.com
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How to Dry a Car to Avoid Swirl Marks
by Fred Kohly

In th April issue we covered swirl mark avoidance and the
effectiveness of microfiber towels. We leaned that these
annoying circular looking micro scratches were likely caused
by improper washing, drying or waxing of the paint surface.
This month we wanted to look at ways to avoid scratching
the car after washing. There are obviously a lot of ways to
dry a car and our goal here is just to cover some basic ways,
which are a lot less abrasive, and trouble free.

size makes the job much more enjoyable. These work very
well and soft on the paint.

For starters do not use bath towels, rags or just about
anything else that was not designed for drying cars,
generally speaking. Bath towels are horrible, while they will
dry the car for sure, if your goal is to avoid scratches you
will fail miserably, the same goes for rags. There are lots of
ways to properly dry a car and lets look at some.

We could continue to discuss more scratch preventive drying
techniques but for the sake of time and space here is a secret
method that’s not so secret but most people don’t use it, or
even know about it. It works amazingly well, its super safe,
fast, efficient and leaves the car with zero swirl marks. It’s a
two-step process.

One of the most common tried and true ways to properly dry
a car has been the use of chamois. They have been around
forever and most of us have used them at one chamois time
or another. Chamois today come in two forms: natural or
synthetic. Natural chamois are made of 100% natural leather
and tanned in cod oil, which gives them their suppleness and
great leather smell. They are very durable, absorbent, and
soft when wet. Synthetic chamois are obviously man made
and are gaining in popularity because they appear to be just
as soft, are even more durable and claim to be up to 50 times
more absorbent than natural chamois. Generally speaking,
even with their good characteristics, I rarely use them except
in the harder to get places or just touch up. There are just
more efficient and better ways to dry a car today.

The first step starts with the rising process. Most people use
a nozzle at the end of the hose to rinse the car and that is the
first mistake. Using a nozzle leave droplets all over the car
making the drying process more cumbersome and difficult.
Instead of using a nozzle, let the water come out of the hose
naturally and you will notice that it kind of sheets the car and
makes most of the water just rolls off the surface – magic!
The second step I call the Stihl BG55 method. The BG55
is a nothing more than a good quality hand blower made by
the Stihl. It’s an ordinary leave blower type machine that
compresses air and spits it out at about 140 miles per hour.
This drying process is touchless and dries the car thoroughly
and quickly. Just make sure there is no debris that can blow
around you, which should not be a problem on a wet wash
surface.

Another method that has gained popularity in recent years
is the use of the drying blade or California Squidgy. These
flexible ultra soft blades (squidgys) are about 10-12 inches
long and are made of medical grade silicone. They claim
to have been thoroughly tested to make abrasion a thing of
the past, even on the most sensitive and delicate surfaces.
I have been using one of these for years and find them very
useful and efficient, especially on the windows. Here again
though, I use this on my driver cars and not so much on
the Concours vehicles. I just can’t feel as comfortable on a
perfect surface yet.

Whatever drying method you use, you know from past
articles that the less you wipe, rub, or scrub the surface the
better it is. All that wiping and rubbing on the paint over the
course of years always comes with a little risk regardless of
how careful we are. The more perfect we can keep our paint
the better it is whether you show your car or not. n

In the April article, we spoke about the microfiber towels
and how some can be blended for more absorption characteristics. The plusher and fluffier ones are better here and
their softness is a plus and they can absorb a lot of water.
Most of the better manufacturers make special towels specifically for drying. These typically come with a waffle like
weave, perfect for trapping water and along with their larger
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1955 black 356 Continental owned by Karen Walker. Read car’s story on page 6. Photos by Janis Croft.
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